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The

large

marsupial carnivore,
Thylacinus
cynocephalus
(Thylacine or
Tasmanian Tiger) has not been unequivocally recorded since a lone animal
died in Beaumaris Zoo, Hobart, in September 1936. The date of death of this
individual has generally been reported
to be in 1934, but Beresford and Bailey
(1981) have presented strong evidence
in support of a later date. Confusion
surrounding the date of death of the
last Thylacine
is fitting.
Confusion
also surrounds the life, behaviour, decline and reasons for the apparent extinction of this enigmatic animal. Many
authorities (Archer 1979, Smith 1981,
Rounsevell 1983) consider that the continued existence of the Thylacine is
remote. This view has been strengthened
by the failure of all recent attempts
to locate populations of this animal
and the absence of incontrovertible
proof
(e.g. specimens,
photographs)
that living Thylacines are abroad in
Tasmania.
Despite
prevailing
pessimism
within scientific circles, sightings of
alleged Thylacines abound. Indeed, such
sightings have not only been used as
evidence for the continued existence of
this animal, but have served as a basis
for speculations concerning biology and
management (Mooney 1984).
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Clearly, if we are to address ourselves to the question, "Does Thylacine
still exist?", we must examine the
available evidence, i.e. th.e sightings
of alleged Thylacines. In a recent report, Smith (l981)_ has called for the
recording and investigation of sightings. Examination of individual reports
requires us to estab.lish criteria by
which reliability can be judged.
A variety of criteria can be applied to judge sighting reliability. It
may be necessary to examine psychological (e.g. do the sightings exhibit
dream
or
halucinatory
features?)_,
physical (e.g. do they result from
size-illusion, haze distortion, etc?).
and biological (e.g. do they conform to
what is known of the Thylacine?)_ aspects of each. report. Furthermore, it
must
be emphasised that consistent
standards need to he maintained from
the outset to exclude poor sightings.
The methods, used by ornithological
groups to judge acceptability of sightings of rare birds are particularly
useful here. To illustrate:
Person A is walking through pastureland, he suddenly is confronted by a
large brown bird with a long tail. The
bird immediately takes wing and disappears into a dense stand of trees nearby. The bird is not relocated. Person A
consults a bird book soon thereafter
and "finds" that he has seen an Albert
Lyrebird.
Person B has a good knowledge of birds.
He is visiting a remote part of northern Australia. His attention is drawn
to a small falcon perched in a tree. It
is early evening. The falcon appears to
be small, black on the back with a dark
hood, it
appears to have a white
throat. The bird takes wing to pursue a
small bat or bird and is soon lost to
sight. Further investigation suggests
to Person B that he has observed an
Oriental Hobby not previously recorded
from this country.
The first situation occurs frequently.
Observers variously report
sightings of rare birds . rapidly passing
overhead or in poor visibility (e.g.
skulking in dense brush, late evening
sightings). These reports are usually
quite worthless, particularly if no
subsequent sightings are made. A further problem exists because the more
person A reads on the matter the more
likely he is to "colour-in" the sight-
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ings. This phenomenon explains how errors in field guide descriptions may be
"seen" by field observers - or at least
reported by them (Ingram 1984). In fact
record scrutineers regularly check descriptions to see if such mistakes have
been incorporated. If the mistakes have
been included, the record is judged unreliable. On the basis of the original
sighting by Person A, Brown Pigeon,
Brown Goshawk and Pheasant Coucal can
not be excluded from consideration.
Person B's sighting requires further investigation (i.e. literature,
specimens, photographs and discussions
with observers familiar with Oriental
Hobbies). This may take some time, but
in the end it too must be rejected.
There is no information on underparts
colouration - it ca,n be. ass.umed thes.e
are dark merely because the throat has
been reported to be white (i.e. it is
implied that throat and underparts are
contrasting). Little has been reported
on actual size (.i.e. "small" is not
good enough). Most significantly, an
important diagnostic field-character of
the
Oriental Hobby has
not
been
reported the length of wings in relation to tail length (note that the
bird was observed at rest thus making
this an easy task). Person B may have
seen an Oriental Hobby but has not provided sufficient evidence to support
acceptance. Finally, the conditions may
have been conducive to a mistaken identification of an Australian Hobby or
Peregrine Falcon. Indeed, the description fits the latter quite well.
Oddie (1980) has given an excellent, often tongue-in-cheek outline of
the identification problem in birdwatching. He notes (p. 73) "Its amazing
how many descriptions are written after
the birder has decided what he hopes he
saw rather than what he actually saw
(his emphasis). And it is suspicious
how many descriptions seem as if they
might have been copied or paraphrased
from the text in a field guide".
It should be noted that many of
these claims are not necessarily cases
of conscious deception or hoax.
Clearly, caution is needed in assessing sight records
we can not
assume that they can be taken at face
value. This is particularly true where
"rare"
or
"emotive"
species
are
concerned.
The question then arises: How can
we judge Thylacine sightings?
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Clearly there are two methods:
a) comparison of sighting details with.
known physical appearance e.g. photographs, skins, description s.
b) comparison with known behaviour.
Smith (1982) provides the best
recent summary of the Thylacine on
which to base comparisons . Taking th.e
sighting reported by Mooney (1984} we
therefore find two points of contention
(based on description of the animal
only). These are the number of stripes
(12 seen at a distance of 6-7 metres)
and the presence of a strong scent associated with the animal. Smith has recorded 15-20
black
or dark brown
stripes. Examination of existing photographs reveals that
at least 14
stripes. are clearly dis.cernible , even
in .. poor
quality photos. Similarly,
Smi th.1 s review and other literature
(particular ly early writings) on the
Thylacine make no mention of scent. On
the basis of these two points, at
least, this record would be rejected if we used an ornithologi cal razor. Rejection of this record does not mean
that Thylacine's
did
not have 12
stripes or leave . an odour. These attributes must be conclusivel y proved to be
field characters ·of the animal
(via
physical examination . of · a specimen)
'given that . neither ' attribute has been
reported in pre-1936 records.
Comparison of Thylacine 5ightings
against known .behaviour is most difficult to say the least. Much of th.e literature concerning Thylacine behaviour
is contradicto ry or clearly influenced
by farmers wishing to magnify the extent of Thylacine damage to domestic
stock. For example, it has been alleged
- and accepted by authorities
that
Thylacines fed on blood. Smith. (1982)
reports that these claims were based on
three unusual sheep killings~ He notes
(p. 249) "
but it was not proved
that a Thylacine had been responsible ,
nor do three such killings constitute
evidence for this · as a normal practice." Indeed much of the literature on
the Th.ylacine seems to bear a very
strong similarity to generalized claims
of predator .damage made regarding other
species in other areas. For this reason
alone greater critical appraisal of
early Thylacine reports appears warranted.
It is worth. mentioning that early
authors, beginning with Gunn 0.838) ,
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report that Thylacines were "usually
nocturnal" but would be found active
during the day "on occasion". Furthermore it seems that the animals were often observed for relatively long periods during diurnal activity (~t least
giving farmers time to load their guns
or set dogs on to the animal: see anecdotal reports in Beresford and Bailey
1981). It is, therefore, not surprising
to find that patterns of modern sightings conform to a pattern expected from
a nocturnal animal which is occasionally active during the . day (Rounsevell
and Smith. 19821. What is surprising
however,
is
that
the
majority
(Rounsevell and · Smith 1982, Smith .1981)_
have durations less- · than one minute
(where time has been specified). This
situation appears to conflict with recorded sightings of known Thylacines
during the day, despite the fact that
numbers of sightings are on the increase (see Rounsevell and Smith 1982,
Smith 1981). Such conflicts indicate
that closer examination of contemporar y
records may be necessary before making
judgrnents of Thylacine status
from
these sightings.
This conclusion finds support when
we consider that most reasonable pattern of Thylacine activity was for hunting to occur during the evening, night
and
early
morning
(Smith
1981).
Analysis of sighting records suggests a
disproporti onate number of sightings at
night when compared to late afternoonevening or morning, i.e. those times
coinciding with highest human and Thylacine activity
and best visibility
(e.g. more sightings
occur between
20.00 - 23.00 hrs, rather than between
16.00 - 18.00 hrs). Analysis of night
records would .require attention to be
paid to spurious lighting and shadowy
effects rather than simple description
of the animal and its activity. Oddie's
earlier comments concerning observer's
hopes versus what is actually seen must
be borne in mind.
Undoubtedly , much will be continue
to be written on the alleged existence
of the Thylacine. Many conclusions will
be drawn on the basis of these sightings despite the fact that we know surprisingly little of the living Thylacines. Perhaps the cautionary words of
Gunn (1838, p. 102), who was commenting
on reports of
Thylacines
fishing,
should be heeded: "Deductions are frecontinued on page 6
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LETTERS
Ve.all. EdU.01t,

AIPR, TERBOT ANV MAGIC
"The Sk.eptic." (Sept 84) c.on;taint,
an aJr..ticle,, W!Uften. by MM.k. PlummeJt,
whic.h clairrv.i .tha:t .the AUJ.ivr.alian. In6ti.tu.te 06 P-0yc.hic. Ruea1tc.h WaJ., hook.ed by
.the Tell.bot Hoax. Ac..tualiy, I 6eel .tha:t
.the AIPR hM c.ome out 06 .the Tell.bot
.tut wi...th w Jtepu.tation. en.han.c.ed. We
gave Tell.bot n.o publicJ...ty, an.d we ign.oJte,d aU w lette.M. Eltic. Weddell (p1tuident) publicly 1tepudia:ted Tell.bot, be601te an audien.c.e, 06 500, one month be,601te, .the hoax WM Jtevealed.
Con6ide1t .the 6oUowin.g 6ac..t6:
(A) On. Sept 13, 1983, Maltk. .told .the NSW
Sk.eptic.-0 that he WaJ., ilin.k.in.g o 6 inviting Randi .to AMVtalia again.. In.
c.Me Ran.di might pull a hoax he1te, I
WJLo.te .to Ma1tk. on. MM.c.h 7, 1984, .6uggutin.g .tha:t a memo be dn111AJn. up between. the AIPR and AS .to "avoid un.n.ec.U.6aJty a..t.ta.c.k.-6 on. eac.h o.theJt".
(BJ The AIPR 1tec.uved a let.tell. 61tom
Tell.bot, p0-6.ted in. Cali601tni.a and
dated Ma1tc.h 21, -0.tatin.g he wanted .to
talk. .to on.e o 6 oUJt meetin.g.6. Both
Eltic. Weddell an.d I Welte .too bMy .to
in.vutiga:te; -60 I .6ent a c.opy 06 .the
Tell.bot bMc.hUJte, .to Maltk., hoping he
might in.vutiga:te.
(CJ MaJtk. 1teplied .to my Ma1tc.h 7 let.tell.
on. Ma1tc.h 27, -6.tatin.g .that w c.ommi.t,te,e, 6el.t a memo WaJ., un.n.ec.U.6a1ty M
AI PR a.n.d AS Welte two in.de.pen.dent
gJtoup.6.
(VJ On. .the night 06 .the But meeting a:t
Lane Cove Town. Hall (Apltil 14), -0k.eptic.-0 di-6.tJubuted Te1tbo.t b1toc.hUJtu.
Eltic. Weddell -6:ta:ted 61tom :the -6.tage:
"Ign.01te .thi-6 Tell.bot 1tubb,.v.;h; he i-6
n.ot M.6oc.ia:ted wi...th M". Tw wa-6
hea!td by BaJtJttj Wil.l.<.am6 , c.hw o 6 NSW
Sk.eptic.-0, who WM in. :the a.udien.c.e.
The 1tepoltt by William6 in. The Sk.eptic.
dou n.o.t mention. .thi-6 fuc.laimeJt.
(El On. Mon.day May 14 (3 day.6 be601te the
hoax WM Jtevealed) I p0-6.ted a let.tell.
.to Ma1tk. c.on.taini.n.g .the annotation.
.that the AIPR WM having n.o.thin.g .to
do wi...th .thi-6 Tell.bot.
MAGIC

Maltk. .6 .ta.tu .tha:t "until .the AI PR
i-6 p1tepa1ted .to br..y .to un.de.M.tan.d
magic.. • an.d dec.eptio n. .thw p-6 ye.hie. 1te.6 eM.c.h i-6 wo!tthlu.6-". I 1teali.6e .tha:t M
a .6c.ien.ti.6.t I am liable .to be 6ooled
bec.aM e o 6 lac.k. o 6 br..aini.n.g in. magic.. I
am wo~n.g to c.otrJtec..t .thi-6; an.y M.6i.6:t-

an.c.e :the AS c.an. give i-6 welc.ome. Howe, vell., .the AI PR i-6 n.o :t M in.no c.ent o 6
magic. M Ma1tk. .6uggu:t.6. AIPR Bulletin. 1
c.o n;taint, my altticle on. magic. ruc.k.-6 and
dec.eption. Med by p.6yc.hic.al medium Paul
Mc.Elhon.ey dU!tin.g w Sydney .6i:ttin.g.6 in.
7982. Bulletin. 3 c.on;taint, a w:t 06
Jtec.ommen.ded book.-6, in.eluding 7 on. magic.
( 1 by Ran.di, an.d 2 by Mall.tin. Ga1tdn.e1t,
WJl..itin.g M "Ultia.h Fulle,Jt") • On. Oc.:tobeJt
17 .thi-6 ye.all., we held a Sydney public.
meeting a:t whic.h Chall.lie Pa1tk.e,e, .6pok.e
on. ven.tltiloqui-Om an.d m<--6-diltec.tion.. A:t
oUJt public. meeting on. Nove,mbeJt 18, c.on.jUJtolt Tom Gleuon. i-6 due :to demont,br..a.:te,
how a magician. duplic.a:tu p.6yc.hic. e66ec..t6. Bo:th meetin.g.6 Welte aJtJtan.ged ea1tlie1t .thi-6 ye.all.. Bo:th .6peak.e.M Welte c.on..tac..ted .thMugh .thw membe.Mhip 06 :the
AS.
A-6 1tegall.d.6
S:tun.eJt'.6
c.lippin.g
t!uc.k., I ac.c.ep:t :tha:t Stein.ell. did n.o:t
.6witc.h c.lippin.g-6. I .6en.d out d!tao:t-6 .60
.tha:t mi-6.tak.u c.an be c.otrJtec..ted. I do
n.o.t -0.tan.d by wha:t I wll.Ue in. d!ta6:t.6 only by wha:t Mn.ally appeaM in. pltin.:t.
My d!ta6:t -0:ta:ted .tha:t :the c.lippin.g t!uc.k.
i-6 n.eveJt Med by "gen.uin.e p.6yc.hic.-0", by
whic.h I mean. a p.6yc.hic. (e.g. Vow
Collin6) who gen.uin.ely belie.vu he oil.
.6he hM a pa1tan.01tmal ability ( bMed on.
pe.Mon.al expruen.c.e 06 vi-Oion.6, e:tc.),
and who may c.on6c.ien.tioMly Me "c.old-Jteadin.g". Tw I futin.gui.6h 01tom a
"na.k.e p.6yc.luc." (e.g. Ulti Gelle!t), who
may Oil. may n.o:t have .6uc.h a be.lien, an.d
who c.on6c.ioMly an.d delibe!ta:tely MU
blatant c.o n. j Ultin.g tluc.k.-6 • I Me wo1td.6
.6 uc.h M "p.6 yc.hic." , " ESP" , e:tc., M a
c.on.veni.ent gen.ell.al duc.Jtiption. 06 :the
phen.omen.a, without implying an. oltigin.,
pa1tan.01tmal oil. o.the/l.llJ,U, e.
FALKENSTEIN
Maltk. cJ...tu my .6holtt n.o:te in. Bulletin. 1 about -6:tage, pe1t601tme1t Glenn Falk.en-Stun.. My .6oUJtc.e, an. altticle by Ro.6en.beJtg, WM 06 inteJtu:t bec.aMe R. p0.6.tula:te.6 vo c.ali-6 a.:tio n. (a n.a:tU!tali-6 tic.
hypo.thui-6) M an ESP mec.han.i.6m. R. '.6
altticle ma.k.u n.o mention 06 magic.. My
n.o:te -6:ta:tu :tha:t .6 ome o 6 F. '.6 .6:tun.:t-6
Me -0imila1t :to magic. ruc.k.-6. I du c./tibe,
a -6:tun..t whe1te F. c.otrJtec.:tly JtecJ...tu :the
.6 e/tial n.umbeJt o 6 a ban.k.n.o:te held a:t :the
o:theJt en.d 06 a :telephone line. I -0:ta:ted
:tha:t :thi-6 Jtulu ou:t a magic. tJiic.k, although we, Me_ not told by R i6 :the
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phone c.all. WM p!te-aJUl.anged. (I ,[ntended th,.u., to leave open the po-6-6,-i.,b~y
06 mag,-i.,c..) HoweveJt, I WM not awMe at
the time that F. WM a well known
mag,-i.,uan.
EMORY ROYCE
In Zetetic. Sc.holM
J1 ()<183),
-6 k eptic. R,-i.,e,haJtd Kamman deli C,Jt,-i.,bu {'!,{,}.,
-6tudy 06 NZ p-6yc.hic. EmoJty Royc.e, who ~ Jteputed to have ma.de J.ieveJtal c.oMec.t
p!to pheuu. H~ name ~ !.iimilM to tliat
06 NZ p.6yc.hic. CoUn AmeJty, wfw ofiten
maku Jt,-i.,d,-i.,e,u.lou.6 uMnV->. T -6u.mm~ed
Ka.mman'-6 Mti.ue ,-i.,n Bulletin 2. I then
c.hec.ked wm Kamman, who -6Md he had
-6,-i.,nc.e dete,Jtm,[ned tliat Ro yc.e, WM a 6-latant 6ake, and that I had _done well to
Jtepoftt the Mti.ue, W-U:h the m[nimu.m o6
,-i.,nte1tp1teta.ti.on - t ~ would plac.e me in
good -6tead when I Jtead the nert ZS. Un6o!ttunatuy ZS 12 ~ - g1tea.ily- delayed,
and Kamman hM -6,-i.,nc.e d,-i.,ed. Plu.mmeft hM1te6u.6ed po,-i.,nt-bla.nk to c.omment on the
Royc.e ep~ode. I c.an only -6u.6pec.t that
the Royc.e -6to1ty might have bee,n planted
to tut 1te-6eMc.heM. 16 -60, the AIPR
hM -6u.Jtv,-i.,ved U well. B.oth the Falken-6-..,.
tun and Royc.e ep~ode-6 J.ihow the need
(dupUe the good deal of, exc.ellent ,-i.,nvutiga.ti.on we have done) to fie 601teve1t
v,-i.,gila.nt ,-i.,n c.Jtol.il.i-c.hec.k,-i.,ng.

MAGIC TOO FAR

TheJte ~ a dangen ,-i.,n ta.king magic.
and f,Jta.ud too 6M M. hypothU.e-6. The
good ma.giua.n c.a.n dupUc.i:te, wilh p/l,,(_oft
p1ta.c.w e, j u.6 t a.b.o ut anything • Allio ,
c.on-6ideJt the med,-i.,u.m using ua.,-i.,Jtvoya.nc.e.
MMk impUu, by o~l.i_ion, that U ~ all. 1.iel6-dec.epilon and 61ta.ud. MMk c.on-c.entfta.tu mMnly on :two Mpec.tl.i: c.old-Jtea.d,-i.,ng, and the high 6a.ilu.11.e nate of,
p!tophec.y. Th,.u.,- ~ 6M too nafuww a
c.hMac.tewation. lie, ignoJtel.i the natu.11.~tic. inte1tp1tetation 06 diMoua.ti.on,
upeuall.y du.al oft multiple peMona.lay
(VMP). Pe1thap.6 many p!.iifC,hic.J.i do -6-ee
v~ion-6, whic.h c.ome f,1tom a ful.iouated
61tagment o 6 thw own mind-6. The f,a.mou.-6med,-i.,um Eileen GaMett (a 6iJtm -6u.ppoftteJt
06 J.iuentif,ic. l.it.udy of, p!.iyc.hic. phenomena) c.a.me to ac.c.ept that fu-6ouation
WM an explana.ti.o n of, heft own ab.uJ.;ty.
The1te wa-6 a gJte.at deal 06 intenu·t in
VMP eafl1_y :t~ c.entu.Jty: hut then -6uenfut-6 got J.iide.tJtac.ked into JtegMding it
M tJt,-i.,c.keny. Only 1tec.entl1J hM VMP been
ac.c.epted M a Jtea.l phenomena.. VMP ~
one of, 6eve1ta.l topic.-6 (hypn0-6~ ~ an-
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otheJt) that we1te bnought to the attention of, l.iuenc.e by p-6yc.hic. JtueMc.heM and then a.b-601tbed into ma.,-i.,MtJtea.m pl.iyc.hology.
MMk' l.i c.JtUiqu.e c.oinudu wUh the
Jtec.ent pubUc.ation 06 Bulletin 4, whic.h
c.ontMn-6 a c.JtUique of, the Te1tbot hoax
and a Jte,view of, the AS (available 61tom
AIPR, P.O. Box 445, Lane Cove NSW 266;
$3). I l.itate that, although the AS hM
done a lot 06 exc.eUent invutiga.ti.on,
J.iome individu.a.l-6 Me guilty, at ti.mu,
06 l.iMc.Mm and oveMtatement 06 the
c.Me a.ga.,-i.,Mt the ewtenc.e o~ PJ.il!c.hic.
phenomena.. At leM:t 6 06 the 11-pe.Mon
AS national c.ommitiee Me eUheJt hu.man~t-6 (_p!to moteM o 6 no n-Jtiligio u.6 a.ltenna.ti.vu l oft Jta.ti.on~:t-6 (who a.c.tivuy
c.onfi1tont 1tiligiou.6 bilie6-6) • Mai.it huma.~:t-6 Me athwt-6 Oft a.gno-6tic.. Can
the independent ob-6e1tve1t be c.eJtta.,-i.,n
that the hu.m~t oft Jta.ti.on~t, bec.a.u.6 e o 6 ~ a.nti-Jtiligio U-6 bilie 6-6, ~
not oveMta.ti.ng the c.Me a.ga.,-i.,Mt? T~
~
ju.6t M legitimate, a quution M
whe.theJt Jtiligiou.6 peMon (who ~ attfta.c.ted to AIPR) ~ p!tone to oveMtate
the c.Me fioJt.
The AIPR dou not hold any c.01tpo1tate vieW6 on pl.iyc.hi..c. phe,nomena.. We. tJty
to objec.ti.vuy Jtepoftt both the evidenc.e
fioJt and a.ga.iMt. Bee.a.Me we, Jtec.og~e
that 6ilief,-6 Me a -bMic. human need, we
do not play hoa.xu on people fioJt the
pu.11.pOl.i e o 6 a -6 uentifi,i_c. expeJt,-i.,ment oft
pubuc. educ.a.lion. MMk Ml.ieftt-6 the1te ~
no evidenc.e, fioJt pl.iyc.hic. phenomena.. I
p1tefie1t not to be J.io dogma.tic. - I p1te6e1t
not to make a p!te,-judgement mheJt way.
Even -6hou.ld no evidence o 6 new la.W6
eme1tge, p6yc.hic. phenomena. i-6 -6tiU an
impoftta.nt J.iubjec.t 06 l.itu.dy.
About
35-65% ofi the population Jtepoftt Jtiligiou.6 I pl.i ye.hie. expell,,(_enc.u, o fiten tfta.uma.ti.c.. It ~ - a ma.tteJt 06 c.onc.eJtn that
pl.iyc.hic. expwenc.u Me U:t.tle me,ntioned (even fiJtom the nat~tic. viewpoint) in mol.it (beha.viow:t. and c.ognU_foe) psyc.hology c.ouMu. Th,.u., la.c.k ~
one of, the bMic. JteMon-6 why gnoupl.i
Uke the AIPR ewt.
Mic.ha.u Hough
MMk Plu.mmen c.ommenu

•
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****¼******** *w*******
Mark Plummer comments:
I did not tell Dr Hough how Bob
Steiner does the clipping trick as I
was sworn to secrecy by Bob Steiner as
to his techniques.
I would be most interested to know
how Dr Hough can tell which psychics
genuinely believe they have paranormal
abilities and which psychics are fakes.
If certain psychics genuinely believe
they have paranormal abilities then why
do they not come forward to be tested
for our $20,000, offer as do water
genuinely
to
appear
diviners who
believe they have paranormal abilities?
Dr Hough states I have refused
point blank to comment on the Royce
episode and for good reason - I have
absolutely no knowledge on the Royce
episode whatever it may be. I can see
that in Dr Hough's mind the fact that I
assumes
it
on
refuse to comment
conspiratorial significance.
Two comments from James Gerrand:
Humanists and rationalists foster
approach rather than
scientific
a
relying on religious or other dogma to
The
problems .
human
our
solve
scientific investigation of claims of
the paranormal are part of this solving
of human problems.
Bob Steiner (Steve Terbot) in his
psychologists at Monash
address to
his
from
reported that
Univerity
investigating
in
experience
were
who
any
clairvoyants,
professional, i.e. made their living
from it, were frauds. Even if they
started believing they had a gift for
clairvoyance they soon found to make
money from it they had to tell the
public what the public wanted to know.
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Ve.AA Edi;totc.,
The. Ske.p.u.c wa-6 btc.ough-t to
my a.:t:te.ritlo n M a .6 eJl.,tot.L6, .6 chola.Jity
joutc.na.l wotc.th .6ub.6CJubing to. I my.6e.l6
tc.e.ma,fo .6 k.e.p.:uca.£..
I uke. to be.ue.ve. that .6chola.Jity
joutc.na.£.-6 make. an a.:t:tempt to tc.e.e.t-i.6y
pubwhe.d e.MoM.
Phillip Ia.nna., who .6hou1.d know
be.tte.tc.,.l-6 in e.Motc. when he. .6ta.teJ.i: "The.
h.l.6totc..lea.l tc.e.cotc.d, .6hoW.6 Mttc.ology be.•
ginning 5000 ye.aM · ago in Me..6opo.ta.m,i,a,.
(Se.e.: The. Ske.p.u.c Se.pt. '84, p23).
{Paul,
Editor)

what

is

your

understanding?

ne.a.tc.ly 6e.ll 066 my cha..ltc. whe.n I
tc.e.a.d about .the. ne.wspape.tc. ptc.e.d.le.u.on
buck. me.n.u.one.d in the. Se.pt.'84 .l.6.6ue.
06 The. Sk.e.p.u.c (Ptc.oje.et Hook.' .6 Fina.£.
Catch .. AIPR). I a.m completely amazed
a.t the. .6ta.te.me.nt: " Eve.n .6ome. Ske.ptie-6
a6te.tc. coMide.Jutble. ptc.a.etice. have. be.en
a.ble. to ma.6te.tc. :the. buck.".
What a.n ab.60£.ute.ly .6illy .6ta.te.me.nt. The. buck. .l-6 quU:e. e.a-6 y. Atc.e. youtc.
Ske.ptie-6 .6£.ow le.aJLne.M ate. o 6 low IQ?
Magic.la.n-6 Me. only J.ie.pa.Jr.ate.d 6tc.om nonma.gic.la.n-6 by 6o..rniUaluty and ptc.a.e.u.ce..
I 6.lMt tc.e.ad o 6 :the. ne.wspape.tc. buck. in
Clo.6e.-Up Magic Fote. Be.ginne.M, by Ha.My
Balton and .6ucce.M 6ui.ly pe.tc.6otc.me.d it be.wLthout a.ny ptc..lotc.
oJt..le.ncl6
6oJte.
ptc.a.c.u.ce..
Why -6hou1.d .6u.ch a .6u.pp0.6e.c:U'..y .6e.tc.io l.L6 j outc.na.l co mple.tei.y m-i..6tc.e.ptc.e..6 e.nt
.6uch iling-6?
I have. ye.t to be. convinced :tha.t
youtc. joutc.na.£. .l-6 wotc.th .6u.b.6CJubing to.
Paul. McGa.ha.n
I

{The Australian Skeptics honour a commitment to professional magicians not
to reveal any secrets of the profession. This sometimes may involve some
misdirection when we comment on magical
tricks. James Gerrand, Secretary.)

from page 3
quently too hastily drawn by naturalists (or persons professing to be such)
from isolated facts".
What conclusions can we draw from
the above discussion? Perceptually we
know that the Thylacine was a sizable
and distinctive animal. Therefore we
may be tempted to ask "what else could
the sightings have been?" Although this

is an apparently rational question it
is nevertheless based on sleight-ofhand logic. An honest, but very brave
answer, must be "anything". If the lessons and admonitions of the birdwatching world are to be taken to
heart, we have to realize that even th.e
best observers make mistakes.
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AN APPRECIATION OF THE ESP EXPERIMENT
AUSTRALIA SCIENCE IN SCHOOLS WEEK
by James Gerrand BoSc. B.Eo, Secretary, Australian Skeptics
Introduction
Three students of the Brighton
Technical High School - Kristin Barty,
Nicki Burr and Jan Hill - with the
encouragement of their science teacher
an ESP
arranged
Daryl Lyons,
Mr
experiment in which some 3000 students
to
were
schools
from some forty
participate . The form of the experiment
was for students in classes of twenty
of the schools were to think of the one
picture out of five that had been
previously selected at random (by a
blind student at a Blind Institute)
whilst at the same time students at the
tick
other twenty schools were to
whatever of the five pictures (or none)
that first came to their mind on the
test was
The
provided.
checklist
carried out at 12 noon on Thursday 18
October 1984 .
As part of the test, a control was
arranged. Classes at other schools were
to record similarly pictures at a time
one to two days before the test time
to a
telephoned
Results were
Hawthorn (Victoria) computer company,
The Australia Beginning, which kindly
comp~te Q the results.
Australian
the
behalf of
On
Skeptics (AS) I provided some advice
including copies of an extract from
Randi's book "Test Your ESP
James
Potential" to the students during the
planning stage of the experiment. I
also attended the computer centre to
observe the recording of results. The
following is my appreciation of the
experiment including an analysis of the
results.
0

The aims of the experiment .
the AS Media
As contained in
Release supporting this experiment "The
purpose of this test is firstly to
possibly identify any indication that
a
has
students
of
class
some
receive
to
ability
significant
telepathically. """ Secondly and more
assuredly the test will be a valuable
•• •
for
oo o
experience
learning
students participating, in some of the
out
carry
to
needed
procedures
scientifically, testing in this unusual
field."

The format of the experiment
of the experiment
format
The
whilst good for the learning experience
was not so good in terms of identifying
ESP. The choice of pictures - face,
tree, ship, light bulb, koala - appears
to have been chosen for their appeal to
The use of the standard
students.
circle,
Zenner ot similar symbols
would
star
square,
lines, triangle,
subjective
this
reduced
have
the
particular
In
attraction .
the
with
association of a light bulb
may
selection by the Blind Institute
have led to a conscious or unconscious
bias in some students' selection.
A. good feature was the arranging
of control sets of reception when there
was no transmission. This was a useful
check on the randomness of choice.
Having only one transmission was
30
least
At
part.
weakest
the
transmissions of one picture randomly
selected each time out of the five
would have been needed to appreciably
in the
reduce the subjective bias
the
with
But
choices.
students'
limitation of time and interest this
was not possible. As it was, only 636
students from 11 of the schools who
agreed to send in results did so. If
any serious tests are envisaged for the
future this criterion of at least 30
tests would need to be applied .
THE RESULTS
The criterion used for evaluation
is the standard deviation, c,-; from the
2
mean m, where f!!1'" = spq and m = sp. (s =
number of tests, p = probability of
probability of
=
q
and
success
failure.)
There is statistically for random
distribution two chances in three that
a result will lie within the standard
distribution o The chances that results
will lie outside multiples of crare:
3 if= 3/1000;
2 d = 1/20;
4 o = 6/10,000; 5 <S" = 3/l0million .,
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0

TREE

FACE

SOUTif AUSTRALIA CONTROL
CLARENCE HIGH SCHOOL
HOBART HIGH SCHOOL
HAWKERS COLLEGE SCHOOL
CHELTENHAM HIGH SCHOOL

29

TOTALS

43 I

3

o I

5
2
5

4
4

I
I
I

LIGHT I KOALA

SHIP

6

2

1

I

I
I

1 OTHER

14
8

I
I
I

12 I
15 I

1o

28 I

41 I

33 I

38 I

2
2

2
2

TOTAL

I

1 I
12 I

I

28

I

18 I
22 I
43 I
121 I

49

I

232 I

o I
6

I NETT TOTAL (EX OTIIER)
28

2

I
I
1o I
26 I

13

8

o, equal to 1 chance in l0u000o However
picture No lu face, with 136 reports
had almost the same deviation at 3o7 CJ,
equal to 2 chances in 10,000o And there
was picture No 5, koala, with only 60
reports had an even greater deviation
of 4 8 0g equal to 2 chances in 1
milliono
The very small chances of these
three deviations occurring, strongly
suggest subjective bias influencing the
results. This is to be expected with
just one
test being
carried out,
particularly with the widely differing
types of the five pictures
face
(human, in classroom), tree (nature),
ship
(construction),
light
bulb
(modern, in classroom), koala (animal).
At least thirty tests with a random
selection of the picture to be tested
each time is needed to reduce the bias
from subjective mind reactions.

The results have been analysed
after deleting the OTHER (no picture
noted) figureso
Looking firstly at the control
results from the five school centres we
find that the totals for the five
schools show a reasonably random result
with choice 2,
tree, showing
the
greatest variation from the mean of
some 1.6 6' = 9% or one chance in
eleven.
However
there
were
one
abnormality in the individual school
results with the SA Control School
having a picture 5, koala, choice of
some 4.3 ~ or 2 chances in 100,000.
There would appear to be some strong
bias here favouring the koala. It was a
pity that more schools did not provide
control results.
The test results for the eleven
school totals did show the selected
picture No 4, light, the most reported,
138, and with a large deviation of 3o9
SCHOOL NAME

page

I
I

6

26
17
10
37
93
183

STANDARD DEVIATIONS
OF NETT TOTALS
Average number of successes, m = sp, = l83xl/5 = 36 . 6
Standard Deviation, 6 2 = spq, <f = ,-/l83x(l/5)x(4/5)
Deviation from average, D
D/d'
Number of rrs, N

6.4
1.18

C

C

5,4

8.6

4 .4

1. 59

0.81

2.2
1.08

4.2

3.6
0 .67

l. 4
0 . 26

3.2
1. 57

4.31

OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA CONTROL
Average number of successes m • 26xl,5 = 5 . 2
Standard Deviation, er = l'/~6x(1/5)x( /5) - 2.04
Deviation from average
Number of ~s. N = d/d'
SCHOOL NAME
COPLAND COLLEGE ACT
CLARENCE HIGH SCHOOL
FREEMONT HIGH SCHOOL
WEDDERBURN HIGH SCHOOL
MENTONE GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL
WHITTLESEA HIGH SCHOOL
KINGSMEADOW HIGH SCHOOL
ST ANTHONYS PARISH PRIMARY
KYABRAM HIGH SCHOOL
MARION HIGH SCHOOL
ST JOSEPHS COLLEGE
TOTALS

0.8
0.39
TREE

I FACE
4
5
7
4
8
25
5
15
19
13
30
1 36

I

2.06
SHIP

I

1
1
10
4
8
19
8
6
15
7
14

5
7
11
2
14
17
5
7
4
6

93 I

88 I

10

LIGHT I
7
8
6
5
17
34
11
11
11
3
25
138 I

8.8

KOALA

I OTHER

2
4
6
1
7
8
4
8
5
2
13
60 I

TOTAL
0
0
1

4
10
11
14
18
18
20
25

121 I

I NETT TOTAL (EX OTHER)

19
25
41
20
64
114
47
65
72
51
117

19
25
40
16
54
103
33
•18
52
31
92

635 I

505

Standard Deviations of Nett Totals~

Average number of successes, m- = sq, eguals 505/5 ~ 103
Standard Deviation, ~ = spq, e quals<\/505x(l/5)x(4/5),
De viation from average , D
Number of cr's, N = D/<:f'

33

10

3.64

1. 10

=

9 . 08
15

1.65

TEST
35

43

3.86

4 . 74

The Australian Beginning Pty. Ltd.
24 Ca111berwell Road,

East Hawthorn, Uictoria,

3123
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SIMILARITIES AND PATTERNS
by Dr RE Molnar

Smith (1981) contains an analysis
of the reports of sightings of Thylacines in Tasmania. As sightings are so
far the only evidence put forward for
the continued existence of the Thylacines in Tasmania they are all that can
be examined. Such an examination, however, i s more enlightening than might
at first be supposed, for checks on the
reliability of reports independent of
their content may be proposed. These
checks relate to the properties of reports in the aggregate, such as the
relation between the number of reports
and population, or time of day. I shall
here suggest that reports with a high
proportion of misidentification show
different aggregate
relations
than
those with a low proportion.
In 1980
the Australian Mammal
Society conference was held in Sydney,
immediately following the Royal Zoological Society of New South Wales Marsupial Carnivores Symposium. At both meetings papers were read that dealt not
with living mammals, but with reported
sightings of living mammals, an interesting methodology otherwise employed
largely only in UFO research. At the
Marsupial
Carnivores
Symposium,
DE Rounsevell
presented
a
paper
(Rounsevell & Smith, 1982) on reported
sightings of Thylacines in Tasmania,
while at the AMS conference M JS Denny
presented a paper (yet unpublished) on
reported sightings of kangaroos in New
South Wales.
Rounsevell reported that alleged
sightings of Thylacines in Tasmania
bore no relation to population distribution or to roads (Rounsevell & Smith,
1982:234), while Denny reported that
kangaroo sightings were indeed related
to population distribution, especially
to droving and trade routes (Denny,
pers.
comm., Aug. 1984).
In
UFO
research it is traditional wisdom that
reports, particularly of close encounters,
do
not
reflect
population
density, but tend to occur in isolated
regions (Hyneck & Vallee, 1975; Hyneck,
1977; and especially, Ballester Olmos,
1976),
as do reports of Thylacine
sightings in Tasmania
(cf.
Smith,
1981). Close encounter UFO reports are
used here because analyses are readily

available, and they seem more similar
to Thylacine reports in terms of reporting seeing objects at or near the
ground at relatively close range (as
opposed to in the sky at potentially
great distance).
But in order to deduce anything
useful from these patterns of relation
to populations some information about
the accuracy of the reports needs to be
known. Denny's presentation is critical
here - there is no doubt that kangaroos
did exist in nineteenth-century New
South Wales. On the other hand it is
generally
ac_c epted
that
most UFO
reports are due to misidentifications
of known objects
(Hyneck & Vallee,
1975:21; Hyneck, 1977:258-259), a relation that may be used even if some
small percentage should turn out to
represent either an unknown natural
phenomenon or an extraterrestrial visitation. Thus we may
conclude that
reported sightings of an objective, or
better, a
consensual
(sensu Ziman,
1978) . phenomenon reflect population
distribution,
specifically
travel
routes, and thus such sightings may be
confidently accepted. Reported sightings that involve a high proportion of
misidentification do not directly reflect population distribution but tend
to occur in isolated locales. This
makes sense in that an objective (consensual) phenomenon will be observed at
a rate proportional to the number of
observers, but that misidentifications
may be expected to occur more often in
small groups or with individual observers
(but see also Hendry, eh. 14, who
reports in essence that people always
make mistakes).
The concurrence of the pattern of
Thylacine
sightings
(Rounsevell
&
Smith, 1982) with that of reported UFO
sightings indicates that both sets of
reports include high proportions of
misidentifications . Thus they cannot be
used,
in the absence of other evidence,
to support the existence of the
phenomenon in question - here the Thylacine in Tasmania.
This
result
suggests
further
i nvestigation: not only does the relation to population distribution need to
be further substantiated, but also the
continued on page 1 2
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~?
CURES SWEATY FEET
AND NERVOUS SYSTEM
LHD Holistic insoles stop foot
odour and stimulate the internal organs
via the nerve endings of the feet.
(Pamphlet by LHD Australia)
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LOW SALES NOT FORESEEN

UFO EQUIPPED WITH LANDING LIGHTS

Continuing losses and low circulation figures have forced Mr Kerry
Packer's Consolidated Press to sell off
the "Star Enquirer". Perhaps Mr Packer
should have consulted some
of the
clairvoyants, psychics and astrologers
who feature regularly in the "Star Enquirer"
before
he
launched
the
magazine.
(Australian Aug l8th 1984)

Constable Ferguson of Nullagine
(Western Australia) had his car illuminated by landing lights earlier this
year. The RAAF's WA expert, Flight
Lieutenant Keith Morgan, said information on the sightings had been recorded
and information requested by air force
headquarters in Canberra.
(Perth Sunday Independent Sept 2 1984)
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LUNAR PRESELECTIONS
Victorian Premier John Cain said
the moon seems to be in a strange place
in pre-selections - and yesterday was
:10 different
to other pre-selections
(Melbourne Sun Sept 25th_l984)
0

"

PARANORMAL
IRISH UNITY PREDICTED
Australian psychic expert Simon
Turnbull predicts that Ireland will be
given its first real opportunity to
achieve total unity towards the end of
this
year.
Turnbull predicts that
Britain will come to an equitable arrangement with Ireland and joint ventures will observe
both
countries
needs, economically and in matters of
defence.
(Australasian Post Oct 11 1984)

PROTECTION AGAINST
NEGATIVE PSYCHIC FORCES

t7

AUSTRALIA

Sydney clairvoyant, Marguerita
Moore has set out how to protect yourself when someone's malevolent thoughts
are affecting you. She says you should
cross your arms over your breast and
cross your legs. This closes down the
receptive psychic centres of the body.
(Star Enquirer June 20th 1984)

ASTROLOGICAL DATE
BRISBANE ASTROLOGER
ABRITISH TAX EXILE
Manchester born Zandra-Marie is
now a British Tax exile based in Brisbane. "She is noted for her work in
murder cases, including tracing the
Yorkshire ripper, and has a string of
accurate predictions
including
the
birth of Prince William, the death of
Princess Grace, and the fall of Malcolm
Fraser. However, she is most in demand
for her personal aura readings to sups>ly lucky lotto numbers".
(NT News Aug 9th 1984)

POSITIVE ENERGY FOCUSED
ON HEALTH MINISTER
Over a thousand people gathered on
the steps of Parliament House on Aug
26th. They held hands and concentrated
on enclosing Tom Roper, State Minister
for Health, in a "cloud of positive
energy". They hoped their positive energies would mellow the Minister and
change his mind on his Therapeutic
Goods and Cosmetics Bill and the Psychologists Bi 11.
Both these Bills we.re withdrawn"
(Australian Aug 27th 1984)

"Aquarian Female - Born 7-2-1958,
meet your soulmate born 28-7-53. Please
phone astrologer 528 1775''
(Ad, Melbourne Age Oct 15 1984)

BISHOP EXORCISES FIVE YEAR OLD
Anglican Bishop Denis Bryant of
Dalkeith (Perth) claims to have recently exorcised a five year old girl who
was possessed. He said she became so
violent it took two men to hold her
down. After the exorcism she became a
lovely normal child.
(Melbourne Truth July 21st 1984)
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TJM E OF DAY OF SI GHTING S
Fig.

l.

Numb•r of •i9htin9s plott•d against duration of sighting
Graph redraft•d tram H•ndry 11979:248,
low•r left) for •qual intervals on the x-axis.
Separate y-values
er• not giv•n for each x-valu•, the graph indicates that, e.g. ,
45 UFO sl9htln9s la•t•d for 3 minut•s or le••·
Y-axis in
nu• ber • , x-axis in minut••·

for 113 UFO sl9htin9s,
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Fig 3
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Fl9, 2,
Nu•b•r of sl9htln9a plott•d a9ainst duration of al9htin9
far six hundred UFO sl9htln9s,
R•drafted from Vall••~ Vall••

-1b.11m~l11rll

D 1 2 .3 ,~ ~i 6 7 :3

~~

(1966:17S>.

+

ll l3l5 17 19 212 3 2 5

Y-axis in nuMb•r•,

x-axis in minut•••

Fi9, 3.
Nu•b•r of •l9htln9s plott•d against duration ot sl9htln9
for 124 Thylaclne sl9htln9a.
Redrafted fro• S•lth 11981:62> In
the s••• fa•hton as Ft9.
1.
Y-axis In numbers, x-axis In
•lnut•s.
All 9raphs shoH th• high proportion ot'short duration
•i9htln9• •

from page 9
question of further shared features
between
UFO and Thylacine
reports
arises. There are three other classes
of features that may be checked: !-duration of sightings v. number of sightings;2- number of observers v. number
of sightings; 3-time of day sightings
v. number of sightings. For reported
Thylacine sightings such information is
graphically presented by Smith (1981),
while for UFO's such information is
presented largely by Hendry (1979), but
also in other works
(e.g. Hyneck &
Vallee, 1975).
The date for sighting duration
indicates that most sightings last for
only a short period. Hendry (1979:248)
presents graphically two sets of data
indicating that the curve of number of
UFO sightings vs. duration peaks of
between one and fifteen minutes (one
hundred and one thousand seconds), and
a significant number last less than
five
minutes.
Vallee
&
Vallee
(1966:175), present graphically similar
data showing the only substantial peak
for durations of less than one minute,
but this is older data than that of
Hendry and may be expected to be less
complete. The date for Thylacine sight-

ings is given by Smith (1981:62), showing that the curve peaks for durations
of less than five minutes or less. Thus
for both UFO and Tasmanian Thylacine
sightings the greatest number last for
only a brief duration. Obviously the
chance
for
misidentification
is
greater, the shorter period of observation. This again suggests a high proportion of misidentifications in the
Tasmanian Thylacine reports. Reports of
known animals of known habits should
show no such numerical dependence on
duration of sighting; the duration of
sighting, if anything, should depend
more upon the stamina of the observer.
Data on the relation of the number
of observers to number of sightings is
available both for UFO (close encounters) and Thylacine reports. Hyneck &
Vallee (1975:23) present such data for
UFO's
in
tabular
form,
while
Smith(l981:60), presents them for Thylacine reportings in graphical form Q For
ease of comparison the data of Hyneck &
Vallee (1975)is here re-presented in
graphical form. Qualitatively,
both
graphs are very similar. One-observer
reports are about two to three times as
frequent as two-observer; two-observer
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Ft9. 6.
Number of si9htln9• plotted a9ainst tim• bf day at which
the si9htln9 was mad• far th• about 18,000 UFO r•part• fram
UFOCAT.
R•platt•d from Hendry (1979:2491,
Y-axis In thousand•
at reports, x-axis In hours, plotted in 2-hourly lnt•rvals,
Th•
appearanc• o f • 2~-hour day is an artif&ct of the co•puter
pr09ram us•d to plot th• graphs.

reports about thrice as frequent as
three-observer reportsi three-observer
reports about twice as frequent as
four-observer reports, etc. This is in
spite of there being over twice as many
UFO reports (878) as Thylacine reports
(315). This again brings to mind the
previous comments on the relation of
the number of observers to ease of misidentification.
Finally consider the relation of
time
of day report
to number of
reports.
This information has been
taken from several sources in the UFO
research literature, where it is presented graphically. Vallee & Vallee
(1976:173) present two graphs, both
peaking from 1700 to 2300 hours (to use
the twenty-four hour system here for
uniformity), Hyneck & Vallee (1975:20)
present data peaking at about 1800 to
2400 hours. Hendry (1979:249-250) presents three sets of data peaking from
1900 to 2400, 1800 to 2400, and 2000 to
2300 hours. Rutledge (1981:218) presents data collected by his group that
peaks at 1800 to 2200 hours.
Thylacine
data Smith,
(1981:58)
peaks at 1900 to 2400 hours, with a
smaller, narrow, supplementary peak at

1600 to 1700 hours. Other lower peaks
occur at other times in all the graphs,
but the major peaks of all graphs include the hours of 1800 to 2200. These
are evening and early night hours when,
1-people tend to be active (as they do
not for dawn and the immediately preceding hours), and 2-visual perception
is poorest. Seargent (1978) makes the
promising suggestion (albeit
in
a
slightly different
connection) that
temporal patterns of sightings may reveal more about the process of observation than about the phenomenon. Thus it
is providential that Hendry(l975:251)
presents a similar graph for 1,158 IFO
reports. IFO's are reported UFO's that
turned out to have definite identifications, that is, they are reports of
misidentified objects. Thus Hendry's
IFO graph may be interpreted as a graph
of the tendency to misidentify objects
v9 time of day. This graph, too, has
its peak at about the same critical
time, 1900 to 2400 hours.
Thus it is fair to conclude that
this
characteristic
indicates, yet
again, reports that carry a high proportion of
misidentifications,
and
which cannot be used as evidence of a
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x -axi&

R•plotted

in hours.

Numbers of si9htin95 plotted a9ainst tim• of day •t
Fig. 9.
IFO si~htin9a are tho5e
which sighting was made for 1, 0 00+ IFOs.
i nitially r•ported as UFOs for which a definit• identification
has b•en made, and which thus represent tendency for
Y-axi~ in
R•plott•d from Hendr y 11979:251).
mlsld~ntitlcation .
Notice that all 9ra.phs she_,.•• peak for
numb•rs, x-axi• in hours.
th• hours of 1900 to 2400.

phenomenon. Graphs of this nature for
known animals of known habits should
allow no dependence on time of day, as
the researcher should be able to find
the beast at any time of day. Even in
cases where this is not possible, or
the researcher prefers to look at certain times, there should not be the
same dependence on time of day. For
kangaroos, for example, it is common
knowledge among mammologists that they
may be seen not only at these same evening hours, but also at the hours from
dawn to about 0900, so that the curve
would be bimodal not unimodal.
Further work, as always, needs to
be done. "Calibration" data for well
known animals or objects needs to be
gathered and analysed graphically. Who,
for example, worries about how often
possums are sighted by multiple observers, or for how many minutes one can
observe a koala? Yet this kind of data
could be very helpful in assessing
cryptozoological reports.
In sum, it is clear that reported
Thylacine sightings - based on the data
of Smith(l981) - share significant similarities with reported UFO sightings.
These similarities include similar dependence on isolated areas, time of
day, number of observers and sighting
duration. Such similarities are explicable in terms of the inclusion of a

of
misidentified
proportion
high
objects or phenomena. Therefore such
reports cannot be used as evidence for
the continued existence of Thylacines
in Tasmania
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Psychic surgery
'patients' were
sceptics, SM told
ByOI.GAFUNlEY
A Flllplno man and a Doncaster
couple appeared In the Box HIii
Magistrates Court yesterday on
charges relating to obtaining
money by deception after alleged
psychic surgery on two members
or the Australian Sceptics' Society.

Joseph Rubinstein, or Glen Waverley, an engineer and treasurer
or the society, said be went to the
home or Margaret and Colin
Kingsland, or Paula Crescent,
Doncaster, on 17 July, complainIng or stomach pains. He told tbe
court be bad lied about lbe pain be bad none - and that be bad
just been examined by a medical
practitioner at the Doncaster
police station.
He said Mrs Kingsland told him
to remove bis Jacket, shirt and singlet, and lie on a b'encb. A Filipino, whom be Identified In court as
Laurence cacteng, recited a prayer and then began massaging bis
stomach, Mr Rubinstein said.
"I beard a pop like a little balloon bursting, and Immediately
liquid began to run over my abdomen. This liquid was wiped orr
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with a towel by Mrs Kingsland,"
Mr Rubinstein said.
Tile procedure was repeated,
there was another "pop", and
then Mr cacteng "railed blS band
and showed me a piece of meal It
was not a rresti piece of meat. It
looked rather bnpleasant. It was
brownish Instead-of red and In my
opinion II looked like a piece of
chicken liver," Mr Rubinstein
said.
Mr Rubinstein said be lyld been
in a forced-tabor camp In -Gennany and bad seen people blown up.
" I know what human tissue looks
like. II certainly was not fresb and
It certainly was not my tissue."
Mr cacteng, 44, residing at Paula Crescent, Doncaster, while lo·
Australia, and Mrs Kingsland, 48,
race charges or dishonestly obtaining $30 by pretending Ibey
performed psychic surgery·on Mr
Rubinstein, and $30 by pretend-.
Ing Ibey performed jlsycblc _surgery on another member of tile
Australian Sceptics, Miss Janet de
Sliva.
Mr Kingsland, 49, Is charged
with aiding and abetting In tile alleged deception. Tbe case, being
heard by Mr Lionel Wlnton-Smltll,
SM, was adjourned to 30 January.

reprinted with permission from "The Age"
6/11/84 - A full report of this case
will be published in "the Skeptic upon
its conclusion.

MARK PLUMMER OVERSEAS
Our
National
President
Mark
Plummer is attending the CSICOP meeting
in San Francisco this month. He will be
speaking at the workshop session on the
development of local chapters and following Bob Steiner's description of the
hoax. Mark will also be addressing meetings of the Northwest Skeptics - our
sister organisation in Washington and
Oregon and on a talent hunt for future
speakers.
Mark's airfare has be.e n paid for
by our patron Dick Smith and accommodation is being covered by the Northwest
Skeptics, the Bay Area Skeptics and
CSICOP. We expect a full report in the
next Skeptic.

The Creation Science Foundation,
based in Queensland, is planning a
major institute in Melbourne for 7-12
January 1985. The aims of this group
include "understanding Genesis literally as a basis
for all
Christian
doctrine".
Speakers will include
Dr Gary
Parker,
a paleontologist from
San
Diego, and the two founders of CSF, Ken
Harn
and John Mackay. Dr Clifford
Wilson of Melbourne, a past Monash
lecturer, will speak on archeology, in
particular the dinosaur's and man's
footprints he discovered together in
Texas.
(The accepted fossil record
shows a
60,000,000
year
interval
between dinosaur and man.l John Leslie,
a
Monash biochemist,
and Dr Carl
Wieland, a medical practitioner, will
also speak, as will Dr Andrew Snelling.
If you have any information on
these, would you please let us know.
Barry Setterfield, the amateurastronomer-turned creationist whom the
Skeptics nominated for a Bent Spoon
award, will give 3 papers. There. will
be a technical and a layman's version
of his theory that the speed of light
is reducing. Thus the creationists'
dilemma of galaxies seen to be 16
billion light years away is overcome' the light need only have started its
journey in the year 44 BC - and the
bible is proven correct!
Setterfield's third lecture presents a "scientific" explanation of the
biblical flood. He claims· that a 1mile-diameter
meteorite struck
the
earth, creating a
tidal wave, and
changing the tilt of the earth's axis
by 18 degrees.
The Skeptics look forward to examining scientifically the claims made in
the Conference.
- Ian Bryce.

NEW'MlTTEE MEMBERS
After the appeal for new National
Committee Members, two volunteers came
forward and both were accepted. They
are John Lattanzio (M.Sc.), tutor in
astrophysics at Monash University and
Pam Williams, technical writer.

We badly need representatives in
Tasmania and the Northern Territory and
if you have any friends of a skeptical
persuasion in either place, please let
us know and we will send them some
literature.
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FIREWALKING AT GEELONG
by James Gerrand
There is now no need to go to
Fiji, Sri Lanka, India, Greece, Spain
or Bulgaria to witness firewalking: for
a fee motivator Dr David Knowles will
demonstrate his ability to walk over a
bed of red-hot coals without being
burnt.
Following
such a demonstration
reported by the "Geelong Advertiser"
(13/9/84), Jan Ratcliffe, Senior Tutor
in Psychology at Deakin University,
arranged for David Knowles to address a
departmental seminar on this subject on
16/10/84.
I attended
by her kind
invitation to represent the Australian
Skeptics.
Before the day I consulted the
literature to find out what research
had been carried out on this centuries
old practice. Surprisingly little I
discovered.
"As
a
ritual
of
purification, healing and reverence,
firewalking has been associated with
divine worship in many parts of the
world . for
centuries.
Today,
firewalking is still being performed
more
or
less
regularly in" many
countries.
(Science Digest, Aug' 82}. I
had personally seen such a performance
in Sri Lanka in the 70s.
The best of the few scientific
investigations I found was that by Chas
R Darling ("Fire-walking" Nature Sep 28
1935 p521). "Observations made at the
first performance indicated that the
feat was merely another form of the
fireside experiment of picking up a hot
cinder and returning it to the fire,
when the fingers are not burnt if the
action is performed quickly." " ••• at
the
second
trial
.•• observations
••. comprised the measurement of the
total time of contact with each foot
with the hot surface; counting the
number of steps; and then pressing a
thermal
junction
on to
the fire
intermittently so as to imitate the
period of contact of each foot and the
interval between each. step
'' "The
arrangement
was
equivalent
to
a
sensitive
walking thermometer
"
" •.• a number of separate trials showed
a rise of 15-20°c in the junction. This
was conclusive proof that the feet of
the performer would not become hot
enough for blistering to occur.'·' "Fire

walking is really a gymnastic feat, and
the agile way in which Kuda Bux walked
across the fire ••• would be difficult
to imitate without much training."
David Knowles credits his ability
to firewalk not to gymnastics, nor to
religion (at least not to the old-time)
but to "neurolinguistics", that one has
one's "belief systems, mental syntax,
and physiology" working together, that
all fears have been conquered.
David learnt firewalking as part
of a
personal
growth seminar
he
attended
with
270
others
in
Masssachusetts several years ago. There
are now thousands who have learnt to
firewalk through such a course.
David has a diploma of business
studies from RMIT and is a qualified
chiropractor, gained in the US, in the
Geelong Chiropractic Centre in North
Geelong. He has set up the Centre for
the
Advancement
of
Regenerative
Potential at his Wellington home.
David's
presentation
of
his
neurolinguistics impressed neither me
nor his psychologist audience. His talk
was
long on buzzwords
holistic,
synergetics
but short on science
apart from some mystical invocation of
quantum mechanics. His main message was
that he could overcome a person's fear.
Firewalking
was
a
personal
demonstration of one such victory.
Motivating
football
teams
to
victory
is
a growth
industry in
Melbourne.
Perhaps
we
shall
see
firewalking being
used to gain
a
premiership flag. But the firewalking
part is not likely to change what is
known about the effect of heat on human
tissue •

*

DID YOU RECEIVE OUR LAST ISSUE?

Five copies of the last issue were
returned to us as undeliverable as the
labels had come off in the post. If you
did not receive the last iss·ue - Sept
84 with the front page story on the
British Dowsing Challenge and centrefold of the Bob Steiner hoax - please
let us know and we will forward a copy.
We regret the inconvenience,
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BOOK REVIEW
THE
HOLISTIC HEALERS
A
Christian
Perspective On New-Age Health Care. by
Paul C. Reisser, M.D., Teri K. Reisser,
John Weldon. Inter-Varsity Press. USA.
reviewed by Pam Williams.
United under the banner of New-Age
medicine in the USA, is a growing movement, whose leaders proclaim that a
radical revision
of the underlying
thinking of the theories of health and
disease is required. This revision, it
is said, "necessarily includes reuni ting modern medicine with its mystical
traditions, as well as opening it up to
paranormal phenomena", and the name the
advocates use for this New-Age medicine, is "holistic health".
The concern of the authors of "The
Holistic Healers" is less with the erosion of basic scientific and medical
theory, but more with the underlying
anti-Christian messages of occultism
and Eastern mysticism. It is from this
angle that they examine, with great
sagacity, the myriad forms which go to
make up the alternative universe; from
the common or garden variety naturopathy, through to the more exotic and
perverted varieties such as Rolfing
(works perhaps in the same way as when
one hits one's head with a hammer: it
feels so good when it stops), and
Orgonomy (the word Orgone was derived
from orgasm - please draw your own conclusions).
At the outset of the book, the
authors make the statement, "We view
the Old and New testaments as authoritative in all matters of life, including physical and spiritual health. Much
of our critique will therefore be derived from biblical principles. Our
goal will be to identify the many forms
of chaff, which need to be separated
from some very important wheat".
Having thus stated their position
as vigilantes, the authors proceed with
a fascinating and comprehensive listing
of alternative healing techniques; a
veritable fruit salad of mysticism, a
cold collation of the paranormal, interspersed with humorous asides and observations.
The word "holistic", is defined as
having stemmed from the Greek "holos",
meaning whole or entire, and is a relative of the roots for our words heal
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and health.
If you are looking for a good
breakdown of the alternative healing
therapies, this book is an excellent
starting place. An outline is provided
of the many basic ideas and presumptions of the "New Medicine", and these
are subjected to a critical analysis.
The
point is made
that, "Healing
methods which. have no basis in reality
or common sense, which openly defy
well-established principles of biology,
and which in some cases tamper with
dangerous realms of the occult, have
acquired respectability by being referred to as natural".
Acupuncture and acupressure, kirlian photography and bong han corpuscles, chiropracty, osteopathy and homeopathy, all flow through this book. Iridology and mediumology, zone therapy,
polarity therapy and thymus thumps, behavioral
kinesiology
and
psychic
surgery
whatever
your
favorite
poison, it's sure to make its appearance here. With insight and wit, the
authors provide a guided tour through
this panorama of pomposity, the proponents of which are frequently making
vast sums of money as a by-product of
accusing orthodox medicine of an antipathy.
For the skeptic, it is interesting
to observe the. subtle distinction the
authors make. in their evaluations, dependent upon whether the message conveyed is anti-Christian, ''all is one,
you can be God", or whether the idea is
that the psychic is an instrument of
God. The. authors reveal a distinct bias
in their criticism. Any healing which
encompasses a Taoist philosophy is dissected from a strictly logical point of
view,
("No acupuncture text book explains what to do for an ·amputee")_,
whereas the psychics who claim to be
instruments of God, are subjected to a
somewhat more neutral analysis. A welltrained eye for the non-miraculous is
recommended as a valuable asset for the
skeptical person, although. the "hardboiled" skeptic's position is queried,
with a short note on the questionable
"open-mindedness" o.f the contributors
to CSICOP's Skeptical Inquirer; and a
warning is sounded against ''deceitful
miracle makers''
(as opposed to Jesus-)_.
It is interesting to recall the words
of Elbert Hubbard on the subject of
miracles: "A miracle is an event des-
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cribed by those to whom it was told, by
men who did not see it".
However, the narrative is virtually untainted by the dogma of biblical
perspective, and it is not until the
valedictory pages that the authors attempt to give a good push to their own
barrow. After offering a guide to the
a
principles of self-education and
sharp kick in the pants to orthodox
medicine (fixated on crisis care), they
invoke some scriptural counselling for
orienting one's thinking along biblical
lines. Having been conspicuous by its
absence, a short dissertation of this
kind is no barrier to the usefulness of
the volume as a reference tool for the
inquiring skeptic, or for anyone interested in an appreciation of the various
alternative therapies.

••••••••••••
THE JUPITER EFFECT by· John
Plagemann.
Stephen
and
Gribbin
Macdonalds & Co. L7.98
reviewed by Keith Rex
BEYOND

thought the
some skeptics
If
"Jupiter Effect" would go away simply
because nothing happened, then they are
novices indeed. Cataclysm predicters
using the Bible have for years been
able to adjust to the end of the world
not happening by the simple expedient
of announcing that they have just discovered a slight error in their calculations and that th.e correct date is ten
years later. This device can be used
decade after decade indefinitely.
is a man of
That Mr Gribbin
"science" in no way restricts him from
making similar adjustments. In fact
th.e re has come to be .a new understanding of what good science is: all about.
It is not like the old days when the
value of a theory was decided on its
capacity to make accurate predictions.
Accuracy today is highly suspect. It
looks much better if correlations are
rather marginal. Rutherford once said
that that if you needed statistics to
justify results, what was required was
a more exact experiment. No longer is:
this so. The sloppier the fit th.e better. The most convincing thing about
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Uri Geller is that flf!=; powers do not
always work. If they did, then you
would know he was faking, wouldn't you.
This book though. ·is well worth
careful study by avid . skeptics as it is
a fine example of a genre which I would
hesitate to classify simply as pseudo-science. I will call it s:emi-science
for want of a better name. Mr Gribbin
is a rising star in this genre. There
are already quite a few famous exponents and it is sometimes difficult to
tell when semi-science departs from
legitimate scientific speculation.
The principle behind semi-sci.e nce
is to be found in the book trade. It is
a fact of nature that well written
books about orthodox science do not
sell well. They hardly sell at all unless some gimmick. is used.
Another fact of nature is that
practically any sort of junky book
about astrology or the occult sells
like mad. As to why this is so would
require another·:• at"ticle.
There is a third curious fact and
that is, if a qualified scientist with.
some sort of reputation writes a book
which astrology is "proved" by
in
"science", then it sells extra well.
A b0ok of this sort tends to develop in the reverse manner to those of
legitimate science. One starts with. an
idea the buying public wants to believe
and then frantically tries to dig up
some figures and some shaky sort of
theory to support it.
The next step is to see that one's
scientific reputation is not totally
demolished. This is accomplished in the
book in question (and many like it) by
of orthodox
including a good deal
scientific material and by attacking
cranks like Velikovsky.
Gribbin is an experienced science
reporter and is . quite good at it. The
greater part of the book is composed of
is first
this latter material and
class. This has the additional advantage of being much easier to write and
fills up the book with material that
would be relatively uncommercial without the astrology "come on".
The book in ·this respect reminds
me of an even more blatant example titled "Was Jesus an Astronaut?". This
turned out to be a well-informed book
on Higher Criticism etc. The provocative title was deep in the book and then
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dismissed in a few words to the effect
that
"no,
he
was just a myth".
So bearing all this in mind we
will have to consider Mr Gribbin for
the Steve Terbot award of excellence.
While Gribbin
points out that
science has come a long way since the
50s when Velikovsky wrote, he curiously
states that the "mystery" of the frozen
mammoths with grass in their mouths has
not
been solved. It
never was a
mystery. Is this just Gribbin's ignorance, or a sop to the occultist? After
all you can't afford to offend the
customer too much.
The original Jupiter effect predicted that a grouping of the planets
would by tidal forces trigger an outbreak of sun-spots which would shoot
out a particle storm which would minutely slow the earth's rotation - the
shock of which would trigger off earthquakes, especially in California.
The new or "real" Jupiter effect
requires that most of the planets be
grouped on the opposite side of the sun
to earth and that the most important
effect would be bad weather. The new
predictions are much more general and
numerous:· other planetary configurations
are prop~sed as the "right ones". He
will probably be right this time as
there is every reason to expect that
the world's weather will be worse in
the closing years of this century. Good
weather is an oddity. The first half of
this century was the best in a thousand
years.
I think we can trust Mr Gribbin's
figures as, although it is hard to
check them, they can be: he seems to be
particularly careful about them. Rather
than cooked data Gribbin relies instead
on using question begging,
emotive
terms and omissions to make his arguments.
He implies untrue concepts rather
than making false statements. For instance, the whole substance of his
earthquake theory rests on an unstated
assumption that the earth's crust is
entirely uniform in composition and
that earthquakes are always poised on
the brink of being triggered off. While
the forces of continental drift are
fairly constant, the resistance of the
plates is uneven which makes earthquakes so unpredictable .
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A typical example of omission is
the statement that the planets can
cause a 20 metre tide in the surface of
the sun. The general public probably
thinks that this surface is something
like molten lava. Gribbin does not inform that it is in fact a rather hard
vacuum!
In the early part of the book
Gribbin fails to mention the great volcano Tambora which. was probably the
most powerful explos.ion ever witnessed
by man and produced the bitterly cold
winter of 1816. Perhaps this omission
was because it did not fit into hia
volcano theory. He knows of it though
and brings it in later to prove that
volcanoes can change weather.
His system of measuring the inten-.
si ty of earthquakes seems to be. bas:ed
on the number of people ki1ledJ Very
powerful
pleading
hut
hardly
scientific.
I recommend this book as good
training material for the apprentice
skeptic. It must be rememb.ered that the
dividing line between the legitimate
and the illegitimate is very hazy. Back
in J.9J.7 when Einstein published his
theory of general relativity it was believed that the Milky Way was all there
was to the universe and that it was
static. In order to make his theory fit
what was believed to be reality, Einstein invented a fudge factor which he
called
the "cosmological constant".
This involved the absurdity of a force
that became stronger with distance. I
understand psychics are still calling
on this amazing idea to support their
fantasies. Years later when it was
proved that the astronomers of 1917
were very wrong, Einstein confessed
that this psychic-like constant was
"the greatest blunder of my life".
It is not easy to be a skeptic; it
is not the same as being a nihilist and
we should be a little more wary of some
of th.e se nice scientific popularisers
who tend at times to pontificate about
fields far away from their area of
expertise.

••••••••••••

.. The Skeptic" is published by The Australian Skeptics. the Australian section of the International Committee for the Scientific
Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal. Address: Box 1555 P. GPO Melbourne 3001 .
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prize of a Prometheus book will be awarded to the person
who can identify the location of this claimed Australian
pyramid by 1/2/84. Alternatively this prize will be awarded
to the most original location submitted. Now read below.

NORSK INSTITUIT FOR VITENSKAPELIG
FORSKNING 0G OPPLYSNING

N-7001 Trondheim, 22.10.84.
p. O. Box 2119

Admsc:

NBeraen:

PO boks 2119
7001 Trondheim/Norway
Tlf. (07S) 46 782
PO boks I, CCB
S363 Aaotncs
Tlf. (OS) 33 40 20 - 14 SO TT

Hr. Hark Plummer
CSICOP-Committee
AUSTRALIA

Dear Sir

Alesund:

PO boks 60
6020 Veasund
Tif. (071) 42 332

lloc»:

PO bokl 458,
8001 lloc»

Postpo: 3 46 9' 74
llanqiro: 8601.35.25082
Bankforbinddse: Forretninpbanltcn A/S

Please find enclosed Xerox-copies of what is claimed to be photos taken
in Australia, showing sustrslisn pyramids.
The photographer is a norwegisn "Daniken-fsn" and he tells us that there are
10 (ten) registered pyramids in Australia. The government is well aware of
this he says, .but keeps it secret because it would change the world history.
The photos shall have been taken west of Brisbane last summer.
A professor at the Uni~ersity of Oslo refused to talk with the photographer
about the matter •••••
Would you please look into this case and give us your comments?
As you know it seems tn. be a pseudo-scientific claim and therefore hope we
will be possible to refute the assertion.

Yours faithfully

NIVFO
Administra,jonen
K. Sten0degard
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